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a b  s  t  r a  c t
Exogenous  attention  has  been extensively  studied  in vision but  little  is known  about its  behavioural  and
neural  correlates  in touch.  To investigate  this, non-informative  tactile cues  were  followed after  800  ms  by
tactile  targets and  participants  either  detected  targets  or  discriminated  their  location. Responses were
slowed for  targets at  cued  compared  to uncued locations (i.e.  inhibition  of return  (IOR))  only  in the
detection  task. Concurrently  recorded ERPs  showed  enhanced  negativity for  targets  at uncued  compared
to  cued locations  at  the  N80  component  and this  modulation  overlapped with the  P100  component  but
only  for the  detection task  indicating  IOR may,  if  anything, be  linked  to attentional  modulations  at  the
P100.  Further, cue-target  interval analysis  showed  an  enhanced  anterior  negativity  contralateral to  the
cue side in both  tasks,  analogous  to  the  anterior  directed  attention  negativity  (ADAN) previously  only
reported during  endogenous  orienting.
© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction18
Automatic, or exogenous attention, is when our attention is19
driven by external stimuli, such as a  flash of light or a tap on our20
shoulder. The most commonly used method to investigate exoge-21
nous attention is a cue-target paradigm (e.g. Posner, 1978) where22
a non-informative exogenous cue is  presented at a  peripheral loca-23
tion followed by a  target at either the same or a  different location.24
Within the visual modality, if the target is  presented less than25
approximately 250 ms  after the cue and at the same location as the26
cue then facilitation of target detection is usually reported. Thus,27
participants are faster and more accurate at responding to  stim-28
uli presented at the same location (valid cue trial) compared to29
when cue and target presented at different locations (invalid cue30
trial). However, if the stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) is larger31
than approximately 250 ms  then slowing of response times and32
reduced accuracy for validly compared to invalidly cued targets is33
usually observed. This behavioural effect is  known as inhibition of34
return (IOR) (Klein, 2000; Posner and Cohen, 1984).35
Behaviourally IOR  has been demonstrated within the visual36
(for review see Klein, 2000), auditory (Schmidt, 1996; Tassinari37
and Berlucchi, 1995), tactile modality (Cohen et al., 2005; Lloyd38
et al., 1999; Poliakoff et al., 2002; Röder et al., 2000, 2002), and39
between all modality pairings (Ferris and Sarter, 2008; Roggeveen40
et al., 2005; Spence et al., 2000a,b). Within the tactile modality41
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IOR has been demonstrated for SOAs between cue and target of 42
100 ms  (Lloyd et al., 1999) to  6 s (Cohen et al., 2005) and contrary 43
to  the visual modality no early facilitation period for simple target 44
detection has been shown. In addition to  simple detection, discrim- 45
ination of targets has been used as means to  investigate exogenous 46
attention. Discrimination tasks require a  more in-depths process- 47
ing of stimuli which reduce possible response biases influencing 48
results (cf. Spence and McGlone, 2001). The few studies inves- 49
tigating discrimination of tactile targets (Chambers et al., 2007; 50
Miles et al., 2008; Santangelo and Spence, 2007; Spence and 51
McGlone, 2001; Brown et al., 2010) have demonstrated facilitation 52
of responses to validly compared to invalid cued targets for short 53
SOAs (up to 400 ms)  between cue and target, no difference for an 54
SOA of 550 ms,  and IOR for a  1000 ms  SOA (e.g. Miles et al., 2008; 55
Brown et al., 2010). Taken together, exogenous studies of tactile 56
attention have consistently demonstrated IOR in  detection tasks. In 57
discrimination tasks validly cued targets are facilitated when short 58
SOA is  used whilst IOR occurs at a  cue-target interval of  1000 ms.  59
Event related potentials (ERPs) have been an important measure 60
in  understanding the neural basis of attention effects on  different 61
information processing stages. Within vision, electrophysiological 62
studies have investigated the time course and neural correlates of 63
IOR. The main component which has been linked to IOR in vision 64
has been the P1, with a  reduced amplitude for valid compared 65
to  invalid trials at around 100 ms after target onset (McDonald 66
et al., 1999; Prime and Ward, 2004, 2006; Wascher and Tipper, 67
2004; Tian and Yao, 2008; Chica and Lupianez, 2009). Further, Luck 68
et al. (2000) suggested that the P1 amplitude difference between 69
valid and invalid trials is  usually directly linked to  behavioural 70
0301-0511/$ – see front matter ©  2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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performance. Thus, the reasoning is  that slower reaction times for71
valid trials (IOR) may  be linked to a  suppression of the valid  P172
amplitude as compared to  the invalid P1 component. However,73
other studies have demonstrated a  reduction in amplitude on valid74
trials without a  behavioural IOR  effect (Hopfinger and Mangun,75
1998; Doallo et al., 2004) or a  significant IOR effect but no P1 mod-76
ulation (Prime and Ward, 2006). Nonetheless, Prime and Ward77
(2006) conclude that the P1 and IOR are likely to be associated78
as the majority of studies have demonstrated a P1 reduction and79
further, no study to date has shown a  P1 enhancement of validly80
cued trials in a visual exogenous attention task. Importantly, to  our81
knowledge no previous study has investigated the neural correlate82
of  exogenous attention and IOR in touch.83
A fundamental difference of touch compared to vision and audi-84
tion is that touch is  predominantly a  proximal sense (Gibson,85
1966). Likewise, recent research suggests that the neural mech-86
anisms underlying tactile spatial endogenous attention differ in87
comparison to the other senses (Forster and Eimer, 2005; Forster88
and Gillmeister, 2010). The behavioural pattern of IOR also differs89
between vision and touch. In touch a facilitation period of validly90
cued targets is only present in discrimination tasks. In vision there91
is  also such a facilitation period in detection tasks. Therefore, it is92
conceivable that the neural correlate of IOR may  differ in touch from93
what is known from the visual modality.94
The present study was designed to investigate for the first time95
the correlates of exogenous attention, and more specifically IOR, in96
touch. To achieve this participants performed a simple detection97
(experiment 1) and a discrimination (experiment 2)  task whilst98
concurrent EEG was recorded; that is  on each trial participants99
either detected the onset of a  target or discriminated target location100
(up/down). A cue-target interval (800 ms)  was chosen that was  long101
enough to diminish any overlap of EEG activity elicited by  the cue102
onto target ERPs. Cues were non-predictive of the subsequent tar-103
get location and were lateralized taps presented either to  the hand104
the target was presented to (valid trials) or to the opposite hand105
(invalid trials). For behavioural responses we predicted IOR in  the106
detection task whilst diminished or  no IOR in  the discrimination107
task. The aim of  this study was to investigate the neural corre-108
late of exogenous attention and establish an association between109
behavioural differences (i.e. strength of IOR) and attentional mod-110
ulations of somatosensory processing. Based upon studies of visual111
attention we assumed tactile IOR to  be reflected in  and around112
the P100 as this somatosensory component most closely resem-113
bles the visual P1. Moreover, based upon previous tactile studies114
we set out to investigate attentional effects at a series of com-115
ponents modulated by  tactile (endogenous) attention, namely the116
P45, N80, P100, N140 and late sustained negativity (Nd) (see e.g.117
Schubert et al., 2008). In addition, a  bilateral cue was employed to118
further explore the underlying neural mechanisms of any atten-119
tion effects found, behaviourally and in the ERPs. These bilateral120
cues were aimed to be neutral in the sense that attention was  not121
biased to either side. Behaviourally, if validly cued targets were122
inhibited (IOR) these trials should also be slower compared to  the123
neutral trials, thus reflecting an attentional orienting cost. Further,124
if response times (RTs) on invalid trials were faster than on neutral125
and valid trials then conceptually we  assumed that the performance126
on invalid trials would be due to attentional benefits (Forster and127
Eimer, 2005; Mayer et al., 2004). We  hypothesized that in  the detec-128
tion task, processing of targets would be  inhibited on valid trials129
reflecting attentional orienting costs. In  the discrimination task no130
difference was expected between RTs on valid, invalid and neutral131
trials. In particular we expected no IOR (see  Spence and McGlone,132
2001; Miles et al., 2008). Moreover, based on the behavioural dis-133
tinction of costs and benefits we hypothesised that the relative134
difference between ERP amplitudes on valid and invalid compared135
to  neutral trials would follow the same pattern as in behaviour.136
That is, ERP amplitude differences on valid and neutral trials would 137
reflect suppression of target processing (i.e. attentional orienting 138
costs) whilst ERP amplitude differences on  invalid and neutral tri- 139
als would reflect enhancement of processing at target locations (i.e. 140
attentional orienting benefits). 141
In addition to  analyses of behavioural and post-target ERP data, 142
we investigated ERPs elicited by the cues. The cue-target interval 143
has commonly only been explored within endogenous orienting 144
where cue-locked ERP waveforms elicited ipsilateral and contralat- 145
eral to the cued side are compared. Two main components have 146
been identified and linked to  the fronto-parietal orienting system. 147
Firstly, the so-called anterior directing attention negativity (ADAN) 148
is present at around 300–500 ms  post cue-onset with enhanced 149
negativity over frontal electrodes contralateral to  the cued side. The 150
ADAN has been demonstrated in  a number of visual (e.g. Hopfinger 151
and Mangun, 2000), auditory (e.g. Green and McDonald, 2006) 152
and tactile cue (Forster et al., 2009) studies and has been sug- 153
gested to reflect a supramodal attention mechanism in the frontal 154
areas (Eimer et al., 2002; Eimer and Van Velzen, 2002; Seiss et al., 155
2007). Following the ADAN an enhanced contralateral positivity 156
to the cued side, the so-called late directing attention positiv- 157
ity (LDAP) is present which has been suggested to originate from 158
occipitotemporal cortex (Mathews et al., 2006; Praamstra et al., 159
2005). This component has been suggested to reflect attentional 160
orienting mediated and driven by information about external visual 161
space (van Velzen et al., 2006; Eardley and van Velzen, 2011). The 162
above mentioned studies have only used endogenous attention to 163
study ERPs in  the cue-target interval. If exogenous and endoge- 164
nous attention are part of the same orienting networks (Corbetta 165
and Shulman, 2002; Macaluso, 2010)  we  expected to also find 166
ADAN like waveforms in the cue-target interval following exoge- 167
nous attention. However, as there was little visual information 168
available (participants’ hands were covered), we did not  predict 169
the presence of an LDAP. 170
2. Method 171
2.1. Participants 172
Twenty paid participants took part in this study. All  participants were right- 173
handed and all gave written, informed consent prior to  their participation. Two  174
participants were excluded from analysis due  to insufficient number of trials after 175
artifact rejection. The 18  participants (12 female and 6 male) included in the subse- 176
quent analyses had a  mean age of 26.4 year (range: 19–42 years). 177
2.2. Stimuli and apparatus 178
Stimuli and apparatus were identical in the  detection and discrimination task. 179
Participants sat in a dimly lit, soundproofed chamber. Tactile stimuli were presented 180
using 12-V solenoids (5 mm in diameter), driving a  metal rod with a  blunt conical 181
tip to  the finger pad of the middle fingers and thumbs. The four solenoids were set 182
in two wooden cubes (65 mm  ×  50 mm), one for left  and one for the right hand. The 183
two cubes were fixated 640 mm  apart on  a  foam mat (approximately 2 cm thick), 184
used for participants’ comfort and for reducing any potential noise caused by the 185
tactile stimulators if in direct contact with the table. White noise (58 dB SPL) was 186
continuously present through two speakers, each located in a  direct line behind each 187
hand, to mask any sounds made by the tactile stimulators. Tactile cues and targets 188
consisted of a  50 ms single tap, thus, the contact time between rod and skin was 189
50 ms.  Responses were made vocally into a microphone, placed directly in front of 190
the participant. The  experimenter coded responses (in the discrimination task) on  191
a keyboard in the adjacent room via an  intercom system. A white fixation cross was 192
presented on a monitor located directly in front of the participant. Throughout the 193
experiment, a black cloth covered the participants’ hands and forearms. 194
2.3. Design and procedure 195
The experiment consisted of 10 blocks. Half of the participants started the exper- 196
iment with the detection task (5 blocks) followed by  the discrimination task (5 197
blocks), and vice versa for the other half. The discrimination task consisted of a total 198
of 480 trials (96 trials per  block) of which 160 were valid (cue and target appeared at  199
the same side), 160 neutral (target was  preceded by a bilateral cue), and 160 invalid 200
(cue and target appeared at opposite sides) trials. The detection task (105 trials per 201
block) included the  same 480 trials with an  addition of 55 catch trials were no  target 202
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Fig. 1. Left: schematic view of the experimental set-up. The two  rectangular boxes in front of subject represent four tactile stimulators held between thumb and middle finger
of  each hand. Right: schematic representation of events in a valid cue trial. The cubes correspond to the boxes in left figure and the explosions represent tactile stimulation.
was  presented after the cue. The catch trials were included to  prevent participants203
anticipating responses. The cue appeared to the left, right, or to both hands with204
equal probability. Two short practice blocks of 5  valid, 5 neutral and 5  invalid trials205
(plus 2 catch trials in the detection task only) were presented to  the participant prior206
to  each task.207
In the discrimination task, each trial started with a 50 ms presentation of the cue208
which participants were instructed to  ignore. Following an inter-stimulus interval209
of  750 ms (resulting in a  SOA of 800 ms)  the target was presented for 50 ms  from210
one of the four solenoids. The target was equally likely to  appear to the left  or right,211
and equally likely to  appear to  the middle finger (up) or the thumb (down). The212
participants were instructed to  discriminate the elevation of the target and vocally213
respond ‘up’ or ‘down’ as quickly as possible into the microphone. The  onset of the214
vocal response was measured by a voice key and the response (up/down) was keyed215
in manually by the experimenter. Following the experimenter’s key press there was216
a random inter-trial interval of 1000–2000 ms  before the next cue was presented.217
The detection task employed the same stimuli and procedure except participants’218
responded by saying ‘pa’ into the microphone except for catch trials which required219
no response. The experimenter was not required to  press a  response key in the220
detection task. In  order to create approximately similar inter-trial-intervals in  both221
tasks, a longer random interval of 2000–3000 ms  was  set for the detection task. In222
both tasks, if the participant did  not respond within 1500 ms  the trial terminated223
and a new trial started. Participants were instructed to fixate on  a centrally located224
cross, which was present throughout a block, and avoid eye moments.225
2.4. Recording and analysis226
Behavioural data were subjected to  a  repeated measures ANOVA with Task227
(detection, discrimination), and Cue (valid, neutral, invalid) as factors. Any effect228
of cue was  followed up with post hoc tests. Trials with response times less than229
100 ms  and greater than 1000 ms were excluded from analysis, resulting in removal230
of less than 1% of all trials in  both detection and discrimination tasks. In addition,231
in the discrimination task incorrect localizations (e.g. ‘up’ response when the target232
appeared to the thumb) were also excluded (3%  of all trials).233
Electroencephalography (EEG) was recorded using 32  Ag–AgCl electrodes234
arranged according to the 10–20 system and referenced to  the right earlobe. Hor-235
izontal electro-oculogram (HEOG) was recorded from the outer canthi of the  eyes.236
Electrode impedance was kept  below 5 k, earlobe and ground electrodes below237
2  k, and amplifier bandpass was 0.01–100 Hz and digitization rate was 500 Hz.238
After recording the EEG was  digitally re-referenced to  the average of the left and239
right earlobe and filtered with a low pass filter of 40 Hz. Then EEG was  epoched240
offline into 400 ms  periods starting 100 ms before and ending 300 ms after tar-241
get onset for post target analysis. The  time window was restricted to  300 ms post242
target to diminish contamination of the ERPs by behavioural responses. In addi-243
tion, EEG was  also epoched into 900 ms periods starting 100 ms  prior to cue onset244
and ending at target onset, for analysis of the  cue-target interval. Baseline cor-245
rection was  performed for both time windows (100 ms  period preceding onset of246
target and cue, respectively). Trials with eye movements or eye-blinks (voltage247
exceeding ±40 V  relative to  baseline at HEOG electrodes) or with other arti-248
facts (voltage exceeding ±80 V relative to baseline at  all electrodes except O1/2249
in post target interval) were removed prior to  EEG averaging. Further, all trials250
with behavioural errors were excluded from EEG analysis. This  resulted in subse-251
quent ERP analysis for the  detection task being based on an  average of 100 (SD252
22.9) valid trials, 95 (SD 20.8) neutral, and 96  (21.0) invalid trials per participant.253
The discrimination task ERP analysis was based on an average of 109 (SD 24.5)254
valid, 101 (SD 23.3) neutral and 108 (SD 24.0) invalid trials per  participant. There255
were minimum of 75  trials available for analysis in each condition. Additionally,256
the  residual HEOG deflections were analysed to  make sure no individual had a  dif-257
ference which exceeded 4 V between cue-left and cue-right trials (Kennett et al.,258
2007).259
For cue-target interval analysis ERPs were averaged separately for task (detec-260
tion and discrimination) and cue (left and right hand) and analysed at lateral anterior261
(F3/4, FC5/6, and F7/8), lateral central (C3/4, CP5/6 and T7/8), and lateral posterior262
sites (P3/4, P7/8, and O1/2). These sites are  commonly used to  investigate later- 263
alized cue activity associated with the  fronto-parietal attention network (see e.g. 264
Gherri and Eimer, 2008). Mean amplitudes values were computed for two post-cue 265
time windows, that is  400–600 ms,  and 600–800 ms (to confirm the presence of the 266
ADAN and LDAP component, respectively). These two time windows were subjected 267
to separate 2 × 2 ×  2 ×  3 repeated measures ANOVAs, one for each of anterior, cen- 268
tral, and posterior areas, The factors were; Task (detection, discrimination), Cue side 269
(left, right), Hemisphere (electrodes ipsilateral versus contralateral to cue direction) 270
and Electrode Site (F3/4, F7/8,  FC5/6 for lateral anterior electrodes; C3/4, CP5/6, T7/8 271
for lateral central electrodes; and P3/4, P7/8, O1/2 for lateral posterior electrodes). 272
For post-target ERP analysis epochs were averaged separately for task (detection 273
and discrimination) and cue type (valid, neutral, and invalid cue). ERP mean ampli- 274
tudes were computed for measurement windows centred on the peak latencies of 275
the somatosensory P45, N80, P100 and N140 components (40–60 ms, 66–96 ms, 276
96–126 ms  and 126–154 ms post-stimulus, respectively). To investigate longer- 277
latency effects of exogenous spatial attention, mean amplitudes were also computed 278
between 154 and 300 ms (Nd) after tactile stimulus onset. Repeated measures 279
ANOVAs for each time window were conducted to compare attentional modulations 280
in the detection and discrimination task with the factors Task (detection, discrimi- 281
nation), Cue (valid, neutral, invalid), Electrode Site (CP1/2, CP5/6, C3/4, FC1/2, FC5/6, 282
T7/8) and Hemisphere (ipsilateral, contralateral). Electrode sites refer to  stimuli 283
presented to  both left and right hand and trials were averaged in terms of the hemi- 284
sphere ipsilateral or contralateral to  the  stimuli. Task × Cue interaction were further 285
broken down into separate analysis for each task. Any interactions including Cue and 286
Hemisphere were further broken down into separate analysis for each hemisphere. 287
Electrode selection for post target analysis was based on electrodes close to and 288
around somatosensory cortex where previous tactile attention modulations have 289
been reported (e.g. Eimer and Forster, 2003). Any effects of Cue were further inves- 290
tigated using post hoc tests to assess attentional effects (valid vs. invalid) as well as 291
costs (valid vs. neutral) and benefits (invalid vs. neutral) of attentional orienting. 292
Wherever the ANOVA assumption of Sphericity was  violated Green- 293
house–Geisser adjusted probability levels were reported. 294
3. Results 295
3.1. Behavioural performance 296
Response time analysis showed a  significant task difference 297
(F(1,17) =  94.51, p  <  .001, 2p = .85) as on average response times 298
(RTs) were faster in  the detection (321.42 ms,  standard devia- 299
tions (SD) 50.34) compared to the discrimination task (437.60 ms,  300
SD 63.32). Further, there was a  significant main effect of Cue 301
(F(2,34) =  13.50, p  <  .001, 2p = .44) and a Task × Cue interaction 302
(F(2,34) =  13.05, p <  .001, 2p = .43) (see Fig. 1). Q2 303
Separate follow-up analysis by Task showed a significant effect 304
of Cue in  the detection task (F(2,34) =  20.97, p <  .001, 2p =  .55) and 305
post hoc tests (Bonferroni corrected) showed that this was due to  306
significantly faster (p < .001) RTs on invalid (311.82 ms, SD 46.42) 307
compared to valid (337.80 ms,  SD 56.09) trials (i.e. IOR), and neutral 308
trials (314.63 ms,  SD 46.58) were  significantly faster (p < .001) than 309
valid trials (Fig. 2). 310
Analysis of the discrimination task also showed a  significant 311
effect of Cue F(2,34) =  4.35, p =  .033, 2p =  .20, however, this was not  312
due to  an attention effect (valid vs. invalid) but a significant dif- 313
ference (p =  .01) between valid (442.98 ms,  SD 61.68) and neutral 314
(431.21 ms, SD 61.99) trials. 315
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Fig. 2. Reaction times (in ms) and standard errors separately for valid, neutral, and
invalid trials for detection and discrimination tasks. Detection task results show
inhibition of return whilst there was  no difference between valid and invalidly cued
targets in the discrimination task.
3.2. ERP results316
3.2.1. Effects of exogenous orienting on cue-target interval ERPs317
Fig. 3 shows waveforms of the 800 ms  cue-target interval for318
the detection and discrimination task, where black lines repre-319
sent ERPs contralateral to cue location and grey lines correspond320
to ERPs ipsilateral to cued side. For  both tasks a  sustained nega-321
tivity (upward deflection) at electrodes contralateral compared to322
electrodes ipsilateral to the cued side (like the anterior directing323
attention negativity (ADAN) reported during endogenous orient-324
ing) starting from about 450 ms  after cue onset is present which is325
spread over central, anterior and also posterior electrodes (Fig. 4,326
showing topographical maps of the ADAN).327
Fig. 3. Grand-averaged ERP waveforms for the cue-target interval in detection (left
panel) and discrimination (right panel) task. Black lines represent ERPs at electrodes
contralateral and grey lines represent ERPs at electrodes ipsilateral to  the cued side.
Enhanced negativity (up-ward deflections) for contralateral compared to  ipsilateral
electrodes (indicating the presence of the ADAN) is demonstrated for both detection
and  discrimination tasks.
Fig. 4. Scalp distribution of cue-target interval data for the detection (left) and dis-
crimination (right) task 400–600 ms  (top) and 600–800 ms (bottom) post cue onset.
Maps represent differences between brain activity observed over hemispheres ipsi-
lateral and contralateral to  the cued side. The  obtained difference waveforms were
mirrored to obtain symmetrical but inverse amplitude values for both hemispheres.
Each contour line represents 0.05 V changes (amplitude range between −1.0 and
1.0 V).
Analysis of the cue-target interval showed a signifi- 328
cant Cue × Hemisphere interaction in the 400–600 ms  time 329
window at central (F(1,17) =  36.34, p < .001, 2p = .68) and 330
anterior (F(1,17) =  37.03, p < .001, 2p = .69) electrode sites. 331
In the 600–800 ms time window there was  a  significant 332
Cue ×  Hemisphere interaction at  posterior (F(1,17) =  24.17, p < .001, 333
2p = .59), central (F(1,17) =  52.02, p  <  .001, 
2
p = .75), and ante- 334
rior (F(1,17) = 25.72, p  <  .001, 2p =  .60) electrode sites. These 335
Cue ×  Hemisphere interactions indicated an enhanced negativity 336
contralateral to  the cue direction (Figs. 3 and 4). No significant main 337
effect of Task nor Task × Cue ×  Hemisphere interaction (which 338
would have indicated a  difference in  lateralized components 339
between the tasks) for each of the time intervals and electrode 340
subsets tested was  present (see Table 1 for a  summary of  main 341
attention orienting effects). Taken together, these results suggest 342
the presence of ADAN in both tasks starting around 400 ms after 343
cue onset over anterior lateral electrode sites. The ADAN continued 344
to be present until target onset over anterior, central and posterior 345
electrode sites. Moreover, absence of an LDAP should be  noted 346
which would have been expected at posterior electrode sites at 347
the later analysis time window, whilst in the present study there 348
is a  continuation of the ADAN at this stage (see Table 2). Q3 349
Table 1
Cue-target interval analysis summary.
400–600 ms 600–800 ms
Lateral posterior electrodes P3/4, P7/8, O1/2 n.s. p < .001
Lateral central electrodes C3/4, Cp5/6, T7/8 p  <  .001 p < .001
Lateral anterior electrodes F3/F4, F7/F8, FC5/FC6 p  <  .001 p < .001
Note. Summary table of statistical results (p-values or non-significance (n.s.) stated)
of lateralized cueing effects (i.e. Cue ×Hemisphere interactions) for the cue-target
interval at three different scalp areas  and at two time intervals during which the
ADAN and LDAP are commonly observed. No task differences were observed at any
time interval and/or electrode site therefore p-values are taken from the overall
analysis including both tasks.
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Fig. 5. Detection task grand averaged somatosensory ERPs elicited on valid (solids line), neutral (dashed black lines), and invalid (dashed grey lines) trials in the 300 ms
following  target onset. The left side shows ERPs over ipsilateral hemisphere and right are ERPs contralateral to target side. The marked out  components on C3/4 electrodes
denotes  if the component was modulated by attention (significant difference between valid and invalid). The  C3/4 graphs are enlarged to  display the ERP waveforms in  more
detail.
3.2.2. Effects of exogenous attention on post-target350
somatosensory ERPs351
Figs. 5 and 6 show ERP waveforms elicited by  tactile target352
stimuli on valid (black solid lines), invalid (grey dashed lines) and353
neutral (black dashed lines) trials in the detection and discrim-354
ination task, respectively. The graphs show a  similar pattern of355
post-target ERPs in both tasks with attention effects at the N80,356
P100, N140, Nd, marked out on the C3/4 electrodes in the figures.357
The  difference between the two tasks lies within the laterality of358
the  P100 attentional modulation; that is the attentional modula-359
tion is present over contralateral electrodes (right graph in  Fig. 5)360
in the detection task whilst it is  ipsilateral (left graph in Fig. 6)361
in the discrimination task. This difference in  attention effect over362
contralateral and ipsilateral hemispheres at the P100 component363
is also demonstrated in Fig. 7 which represents the attention effect364
at each time window analysed.365
3.2.2.1. P45. No main effect of Cue or interaction involving Cue was366
present for this analysis window.367
3.2.2.2. N80. There was a  contralateral N80 attention effect in both368
detection and discrimination tasks.369
Table 2
Post target ERP attention effects.
Component Task Bilateral Contralateral Ipsilateral
N80 Both  n.s. p =  .001 n.s.
P100 Detection n.s. p =  .017 n.s.
Discrimination n.s. n.s. p = .036
N140 Both  n.s. n.s. p = .033
Nd Both p  =  .001 *  *
Note. Summary table of statistical results (p-values or non-significance (n.s.) stated)
of  attention effects at the somatosensory components analysed for post-target ERPs
in  the detection and discrimination tasks. Overall main effects of attention (i.e. Cue)
are stated in bilateral column. Any Cue ×  Hemisphere interactions were followed
up separately for each hemisphere and effects of Cue reported accordingly. Any
interaction involving both Task and Cue were followed up with separate analysis
for detection and discrimination tasks. If no Cue by  Hemisphere interaction was
present no follow-up analysis was performed (denoted with asterisk).
Analysis of post-target ERPs showed a significant 370
Cue × Hemisphere interaction (F(2,34) =  28.87, p  <  .001, 371
2p = .63) at the N80 component (a significant Cue × Electrode 372
Site × Hemisphere F(10,170) =  6.93, p  <  .001, 2p =  .29 was also 373
present). The interaction was followed up with separate anal- 374
ysis for each hemisphere. This revealed a contralateral effect 375
of Cue (F(2,34) =  5.40, p  =  .018, 2p = .24) and post-hoc analy- 376
sis (Bonferroni corrected) showed only a  significant difference 377
between valid versus invalid trials (p < .001) with an enhanced 378
negativity on invalid trials. There was also an ipsilateral effect 379
of Cue (F(2,34) =  3.56, p =  .04, 2p = .17), however, post-hoc tests 380
(Bonferroni corrected) revealed no significant differences between 381
the three levels. Moreover, there were no task differences (in 382
particular no Task × Cue interaction) suggesting the contralateral 383
N80 attention effect was  similar in  both tasks. 384
3.2.2.3. P100. There was  a  significant contralateral attention effect 385
in the detection task. In the discrimination task the P100 attention 386
effect was  present over the ipsilateral hemisphere. 387
Analysis of the P100 component showed a signifi- 388
cant Task ×Cue × Electrode Site × Hemisphere interaction 389
(F(10,170) = 5.06, p =  .003, 2p =  .23) and Task × Cue ×  Hemisphere 390
interaction (F(2,34) = 8.79, p  =  .001, 2p = .34) (other significant 391
interactions including the factor Cue were a Cue × Electrode 392
Site × Hemisphere (F(10,170) =  11.67, p < .001, 2p = .41), a  393
Task × Cue × Electrode Site (F(10,170) = 3.65, p =  .013, 2p = .18), 394
a Cue × Hemisphere (F(2,34) = 37.80, p <  .001, 2p = .69), and 395
a Cue ×Electrode Site (F(10,170) =  8.34, p  <  .001, 2p =  .33) 396
interaction). These interactions were followed up by  separate 397
analyses for each task. The detection task showed a  significant 398
Cue × Hemisphere (F(2,34) =  28.42, p <  .001, 2p = .63) (as well as 399
Cue × Electrode Site × Hemisphere (F(10,170) = 10.54, p  <  .001, 400
2p = .38) and Cue × Electrode Site (F(10,170) = 7.01, p <  .001, 401
2p = .30)) interaction which was  again broken down into analysis 402
of Cue for each hemisphere. Following a  significant contralateral 403
Cue ×Electrode Site (F(10,170) =  7.01, p  < .001, 2p = .30) interac- 404
tion it was  revealed the attention effect was  located on FC5/6 405
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Fig. 6. Discrimination task grand averaged somatosensory ERPs  elicited on valid (solids line), neutral (dashed black lines), and invalid (dashed grey lines) trials in the 300 ms
time  window following target onset. The  left side shows ERPs  over ipsilateral hemisphere and right are ERPs contralateral to target side. The marked out  components denotes
if  the component was  modulated by attention (significant difference between valid and invalid). The  C3/4  graphs are enlarged to display the ERPs in more detail.
(p = .017, Bonferroni corrected) and T7/8 (p <  .001, Bonferroni cor-406
rected) contralateral to the target. Both of these electrodes showed407
a difference between invalid versus neutral trials (p <  .001) due408
to an enhanced negativity on invalid trials suggesting attentional409
orienting benefits whilst T7/8 also showed a  difference between410
valid versus neutral (p =  .044, Bonferroni corrected) with a  reduced411
negativity on valid trials suggesting also attentional orienting costs412
for this time window (see Fig. 5). Analysis of attentional effects for413
the ipsilateral hemisphere showed a  significant Cue × Electrode414
Site interaction (F(10,170) = 3.56, p = .021, 2p =  .17). However,415
follow-up analysis yielded no significant results. Thus, the P100416
attention effect in the detection task was located contralaterally,417
in particular over electrodes FC5/6 and T7/8 contralateral to  the418
target location. Analysis of the discrimination task also showed419
a Cue × Hemisphere (F(2,34) = 10.03, p < .001, 2p =  .37, as well420
as Cue × Electrode Site × Hemisphere (F(10,170) =  4.74, p = .002,421
2p = .22), and Cue ×  Electrode Site interaction (F(10,170) =  3.72,422
p = .011, 2p = .18)) which was followed up by effects of Cue for each423
hemisphere separately. Contralaterally there was a Cue × Electrode424
Site interaction (F(10,170) = 5.35, p = .001, 2p = .24), however, the425
follow-up yielded no  significant effects. Ipsilateral analysis for426
the discrimination task demonstrated a  significant effect of Cue427
(F(2,34) = 5.52, p = .008, 2p = .25). Post-hoc analysis (Bonferroni428
corrected) revealed that this was due to  a  significant difference429
between valid versus invalid trials (p =  .036) showing the presence430
of an attention effect and invalid versus neutral trials (p =  .018) with431
reduced positivity on invalid trials suggesting that this attention432
effects was mainly due to attentional orienting benefits (Fig. 6).433
Thus, the attention effect in the discrimination task was present434
over the ipsilateral hemisphere, in contrast to  a contralateral P100435
effect in the detection task.436
3.2.2.4. N140. There was an ipsilateral N140 attention effect in437
both tasks.438
Analysis of the N140 component demonstrated signif-439
icant Cue ×Hemisphere (F(2,34) = 6.03, p = .006, 2p =  .26)440
and Cue × Electrode Site (F(10,170) = 3.86, p =  .012, 2p = .19)441
interactions. Follow-up analyses for each hemisphere revealed 442
a Cue × Electrode Site interaction (F(10,170) =  3.46, p  = .013, 443
2p = .17) for contralateral electrodes, however, follow-up analyses 444
of Cue for each electrode showed no significant attention effect. 445
Ipsilaterally there was a main effect of Cue (F(2,34) =  5.23, p  =  .01, 446
2p = .24) and Cue × Electrode Site interaction (F(10,170) =  3.27, 447
p =  .026, 2p = .16). Post-hoc tests showed the main effect of Cue 448
was due to a significant difference between valid versus invalid 449
trials (p = .033). Thus, there was  an ipsilateral N140 attention effect 450
with enhanced negativity on valid compared to invalid trials (Figs. 451
5 and 6) and lack of Task × Cue interaction suggested this effect 452
was similar in  the two  tasks. 453
3.2.2.5. Nd. There was a bilateral Nd attention effect in both tasks. 454
Analysis of the late post-target time window showed a sig- 455
nificant main effect of Cue (F(2,34) =  9.51, p = .001, 2p =  .36). 456
Post-hoc tests (Bonferroni corrected) showed there was a  differ- 457
ence between valid and invalid trials only (p =  .001) demonstrating 458
an effect of attention at this late negativity. 459
3.3. Analysis of links between IOR and post-target ERP attentional 460
modulations 461
To investigate links between IOR and attentional ERP modula- 462
tions correlation analysis was conducted. IOR  was only present in 463
the detection but not in the discrimination task. Likewise, atten- 464
tional modulations of ERP waveforms differed between the tasks 465
at the P100 component; that is, in  the detection task an atten- 466
tion effect was present over the hemisphere contralateral to tactile 467
targets, whilst the attention effect was ipsilateral in the discrim- 468
ination task. Therefore, for the time window of the P100 mean 469
amplitude differences between valid and invalid trails were com- 470
puted at electrodes FC5/6 and T7/8 contralateral to the target side 471
in the detection task and were correlated with the magnitude of  IOR 472
(RTs on valid minus invalid trials) for each participant. However, no 473
significant correlation was  found (r =  .06). 474
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Fig. 7. Topographic maps of the  post target attention effects (ERPs on invalid were
subtracted from valid  trials) at each time window analysed presented for the detec-
tion (left panel) and discrimination (right panel) task. The right hemisphere shows
attention effect contralateral to  the target side and the left hemisphere shows ipsi-
lateral attention effects. The  most  prominent difference in attention effects between
the  two tasks is for the time range of the P100 component where the attention effect
is  contralateral to the target side in the detection task and ipsilateral and reversed in
polarity in the discrimination task. This  difference was also supported statistically
by  a Task × Cue × Hemisphere interaction for the P100.
4. Discussion475
Attention research has traditionally focused on the visual476
modality and less is  known about the attentional mechanisms477
of touch, especially exogenous tactile attention. Furthermore, to478
our knowledge, no previous study has investigated the neural479
correlates of reflexively orienting to and selecting locations on the480
body. Therefore, the present study was designed to  investigate the481
behavioural and neural correlates of exogenous tactile attention in482
a detection and discrimination task. As expected, we found a disso-483
ciation between behavioural responses in the two  tasks. However,484
a largely comparable pattern of ERP responses was present during485
exogenous attentional orienting (cue target interval) and atten-486
tional selection (post-target processing), with the exception of487
attentional ERP modulations of post-target processing at the P100488
component possibly suggesting a  link between behavioural results489
and this processing stage. Interestingly, attentional post-target490
modulations were already present for the N80 component which 491
is earlier than reported for transient endogenous tactile selection 492
(Eimer and Forster, 2003) and might be specific to  exogenous 493
attention. 494
4.1. Behavioural performance 495
In line with previous studies on exogenous tactile attention we  496
found IOR in the detection task (Cohen et al., 2005; Lloyd et al., 497
1999; Poliakoff et al., 2002; Röder et al., 2000, 2002); that  is, 498
responses to  targets were significantly slower when task irrelevant 499
cues were presented to  the hand of the subsequent target location 500
(valid trials) compared to when they were presented to the other 501
hand (invalid trials). In addition, the present study included a  neu- 502
tral cue that was presented to  both hands simultaneously. In the 503
detection task the RTs in  response to the neutral cue were in  accor- 504
dance with an inhibitory account of validly cued targets. Thus, RTs 505
on neutral trials were no different to  invalid trials but significantly 506
faster than valid trials confirming that processing of validly cued 507
targets was inhibited leading to  overall IOR. This cost of  orienting 508
attention on validly cued trials is  in  line with what has been demon- 509
strated in  exogenous visual studies using bilateral cues (Ayabe et al., 510
2008; Mayer et al., 2004). 511
In contrast to the detection task, responses on invalid and valid 512
trials did not differ in the discrimination task. Recent studies have 513
demonstrated a biphasic pattern of inhibition to facilitation with 514
increasing durations between cue and target in tactile discrimi- 515
nation tasks (Miles et al., 2008; Brown et al., 2010). That is, RTs 516
were faster on valid  compared to invalid trials at short SOAs (150 517
and 350 ms;  see also Spence and McGlone, 2001), showing facili- 518
tation. In  contrast, at long SOAs (1000 ms)  the opposite was found 519
(i.e. faster responses on invalid compared to  valid trials; i.e. IOR) 520
whilst overall no difference between response times on valid and 521
invalid trials was  reported for an intermediate SOA (550 ms). In 522
the present discrimination task a  SOA of 800 ms  was  employed and 523
there was  no difference between valid and invalid trials. Based upon 524
the biphasic pattern demonstrated in  previous tactile discrimina- 525
tion tasks (Miles et al., 2008; Brown et al., 2010) it may  be that 526
800 ms  SOA is not long enough for IOR to develop. The lack of differ- 527
ence in the discrimination task for the present cue-target interval 528
could be explained by facilitation and IOR operating as compet- 529
ing mechanisms.1 Such a competing mechanisms idea may  also 530
be supported by our data that showed RTs on neutral trials were 531
significantly faster than valid trials and also faster, albeit not sig- 532
nificant, than invalid trials (see  Fig. 2). Thus, both valid and invalid 533
trials were to some degree inhibited in the discrimination task com- 534
pared to the neutral trials, and/or, neutral trials were facilitated to 535
some degree in  the discrimination task. 536
4.2. ERP correlates of exogenous attention 537
Cue elicited ERP waveforms reflect the neural processes under- 538
lying spatial attentional orienting following cue onset. These have 539
been investigated by comparing waveforms elicited by cues direct- 540
ing attention to the left and to  the right side. Typically a pattern of 541
a negativity contralateral to the cued direction over anterior elec- 542
trode sites (ADAN) which is  followed by a positivity contralateral 543
to the cued direction over posterior electrode sites (LDAP) has been 544
1 Although there was no  overall difference between valid and invalid trials in
the  discrimination task the hypothesis that competing facilitation and inhibition
mechanisms were active in this task was partly supported by analysis of attention
effects for individual participants. This  showed four participants had significant IOR
effect while four participants had a  significant facilitation effect (valid RTs signifi-
cantly faster compared to  invalid trials). However, as ten  participants did not show a
significant effect either way  these individual differences were not analysed further.
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reported (e.g. Eimer and Van Velzen, 2002). To our knowledge no545
previous study has investigated cue related ERP modulations dur-546
ing reflexive orienting of attention. One reason for this might be547
that, in contrast to endogenous orienting where cues are symbolic548
and presented centrally, under exogenous cueing conditions cues549
are task irrelevant (i.e. to be ignored) and presented laterally. There-550
fore, in exogenous attention studies cue direction and cue location551
are matching and any cue induced ERP modulations could be due552
either to cue induced orientating of attention or to the physical553
location of the cue. Nevertheless, correlates of attentional orient-554
ing under endogenous attention condition are now well established555
and the aim of the present study was to reveal whether the same or556
similar correlates are also present under exogenous attention con-557
ditions. In both discrimination and detection tasks an enhanced558
negativity at anterior electrodes contralateral to the cued side was559
found suggesting the presence of an ADAN component. Therefore,560
the present results may  indicate that the ADAN component is  not561
limited to endogenous orienting. This in turn may  suggest that562
the anterior attention system is  also engaged in exogenous tac-563
tile attention. The ADAN in  the present study was observed from564
400 ms and still present at target onset, 800 ms  after cue onset. This565
is longer than what is  typically reported in studies using visual cues566
where the ADAN diminishes around 500–600 ms  after cue onset567
(Eimer et al., 2002; Hopfinger and Mangun, 2000; Kennett et al.,568
2007; van der Lubbe et al., 2006; Talsma et al., 2005). Following569
the ADAN, an LDAP has been shown in the cue-target interval of570
endogenous visual attention studies (e.g. van Velzen et al., 2006).571
In the present study, the LDAP was absent which is in  line with the572
suggestion that this later posterior positivity is  related to  attention573
processing in visual external space (van Velzen et al., 2006). This574
may  not be surprising as vision was not actively engaged in  the575
present experiments as hands were covered and only tactile stimuli576
were presented. The presence of an ADAN whilst no LDAP has been577
demonstrated in endogenous attention studies were vision was578
not engaged suggesting the LDAP is  not required for endogenous579
orienting (e.g. Eardley and van Velzen, 2011). In an endogenous580
tactile attention study; Forster et al. (2009) did not  find an LDAP581
and the ADAN was comparably prolonged. This may  suggest that in582
the absence of an LDAP, the ADAN may  be present for longer and583
also more widely spread over also posterior areas as indicated by584
the topographical maps (see Fig. 4). Importantly, the presence of585
an ADAN component in this study that is analogous to the ADAN586
reported in endogenous attention studies may  suggests that this587
component is due to activity of the fonto-parietal attention net-588
work rather than the physical location of the cue. Therefore, this589
suggests that the fronto-parietal attention control network may590
also be engaged when using an exogenous attention paradigm even591
though participants were instructed to ignore the cues. However,592
to further explore whether cue-target waveforms reflect a  shared593
attention network in endogenous and exogenous tactile attention594
a study directly contrasting the two types of orienting within the595
same subject would be required.596
ERPs time locked to target presentation showed significant597
attention modulations for the N80, P100, and N140 components598
and longer latencies (Nd). In both detection and discrimination599
tasks the earliest somatosensory attention effect was a  significantly600
larger negative amplitude, contralateral to  target presentation, for601
invalid compared to  validly cued targets peaking at around 80 ms602
post target onset. This relatively early attention effect has previ-603
ously been demonstrated in endogenous tactile attention studies604
(Eimer and Forster, 2003; Desmedt and Robertson, 1977; Michie605
et al., 1987). However, in contrast to the present experiment these606
studies employed a  sustained attention task where attention is607
focused on a location throughout a  block and reported an enhanced608
negativity for validly cued (i.e. attended) compared to invalidly609
cued stimuli. Therefore, the present study demonstrated for the610
first time a  modulation of the N80 under transient attention condi- 611
tions and, further, this modulation of the N80 may  reflect specific 612
attention mechanisms related to exogenous attention. 613
Continuing on from the N80, a P100 attention effect was 614
observed contralateral to target presentation in  the detection task. 615
In the discrimination task this contralateral difference was  absent. 616
In the time window analysed there was however a  difference 617
between valid and invalid trials over ipsilateral hemisphere in the 618
discrimination task. Importantly, the P100 modulation was  the only 619
attention effect which was  different in the two tasks. In a more 620
descriptive account of the P100 (see Fig. 5) it appears as though 621
the N80 effect in  the detection task continues with enhanced neg- 622
ativity for invalid trials in the time window of the P100, whilst in  623
the discrimination task (see Fig. 6) this continuation is not as pro- 624
nounced. Within the visual domain the P1 component has been the 625
strongest contender as a  component directly link to behavioural 626
IOR. However, the visual attention literature does not paint a  con- 627
sistent picture of IOR and the P1, were studies have found a P1 628
attention modulation but no IOR  (e.g. Hopfinger and Mangun, 1998) 629
or IOR but no P1 attention effect (e.g. Prime and Ward, 2006). 630
In the present study, we found IOR in the detection but not in  631
the discrimination task. Examination of topographical attentional 632
difference maps (Fig. 7) of the present study showed a relatively 633
clear distinction of the attention effect at the P100 which is largely 634
contralateral in  the detection and ipsilateral in the discrimination 635
task. Based on the present results it could be  argued that IOR  is 636
linked to  a  contralateral P100 in  touch as IOR was present only in  637
the detection task. Analogously, Tian and Yao (2008) also showed 638
in the visual modality a  contralateral P1 attention effect coupled 639
with behavioural IOR. However, in  other studies IOR and ipsilat- 640
eral P1 attention modulation were present (McDonald et al., 1999; 641
Wascher and Tipper, 2004). It should be noted that the Tian and 642
Yao study showed a  P1 attention effect at around 100 ms  (similar 643
to the present results) whilst in  the studies reporting ipsilateral P1 644
effects linked to IOR, attention effects were present at slightly later 645
time windows (110–190 ms). To further investigate the importance 646
of laterality and attention effects future studies could, for example, 647
employ similar tasks with non-lateralized stimuli. Thus in  touch, 648
present stimuli to  the body midline to see if there are any differ- 649
ences in the topography of attention effects between detection and 650
discrimination tasks at the P100 when targets are not lateralized. 651
Although tempting to  conclude a  direct association between IOR 652
and attention modulations at the P100, the present results did not 653
unequivocally demonstrate a  link between the P100 and behaviour, 654
in particular, this was evident as there was no correlation between 655
IOR and the attention effect seen in  the ERPs. Moreover, if the 656
behavioural data were directly linked to a  contralateral P100 then 657
we would expect the waveforms for the invalid and neutral tri- 658
als to be  the same whilst significantly different to the valid  trials. 659
However, the neutral ERPs were different to both  invalid and valid 660
trials, which is not consistent with the behavioural data for the 661
detection task. Taken together, the presence of behavioural tactile 662
IOR appears to be, if anything, linked to attentional modulations 663
at the somatosensory P100 component when considering separate 664
analysis of behavioural and ERP data; however, on an individual 665
participant level we found no evidence for such a link between 666
behavioural performance and attentional difference at the P100. 667
At the mid-latency N140 component and longer latency (Nd) 668
an enhanced negativity for stimuli on valid compared to invalid 669
trials was  present in  both the detection and discrimination tasks 670
(see Fig. 7). The two tasks showed N140 attention effects ipsi- 671
laterally whilst the Nd attentional modulation was  bilateral for 672
both tasks. The late sustained negativity is assumed to reflect 673
more in-depth stimulus processing. In the present study these 674
waveforms are very similar to  ERPs found in  endogenous stud- 675
ies of tactile attention with more negative waveforms for valid 676
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compared to invalid trials (e.g. Eimer and Forster, 2003). Impor-677
tantly though, the behavioural pattern in endogenous studies678
show facilitation of RTs to validly cued targets rather than679
inhibition (as in the present study), suggesting no causal link680
between these later ERP modulations of attention and behavioural681
effects.682
In the present study, the ERP analysis included a neutral cue683
in order to perform cost/benefits analyses. That is, the aim of684
the neutral cue was to shed light on whether attention effects685
(i.e. differences between valid and invalid trials) were due to686
attentional orienting costs on valid trials or, benefits on invalid687
trials, or both. At  the P100, ERPs on invalid trials were different688
from neutral trials in both tasks indicating attentional orienting689
benefits. However, in  the detection task there were also some690
attentional orienting costs as ERPs on valid  were different from691
neutral trials. Our behavioural results suggest attentional orient-692
ing  cost only in the detection and no attentional orienting benefits693
in either task. There appears to be no clear relationship between694
cost/benefit analysis in our behavioural and ERP measures. A bilat-695
eral cue was used in the present experiment to  act as a  neutral696
cue and, unlike the lateralized cues, it should have not biased697
attention to either side. However, where attention was deployed698
during this “neutral” orienting is  not clear. Attention may  have,699
for example, been deployed equally to both sides, focused in  the700
middle, or elsewhere. To further explore costs and benefits of701
attentional orienting, different neutral cues could be employed702
and compared such as centrally located cues, or no cue at all703
with only pure reaction times to  targets (see e.g. Cohen et al.,704
2005).705
In sum, behavioural responses showed IOR in the detection706
whilst no difference between responses on valid and invalid trials707
in the discrimination task, which is in line with previous stud-708
ies of exogenous attention. ERP correlates of exogenous attention709
in touch showed an early contralateral attention modulation at710
the  N80 component with an enhanced negativity on invalid com-711
pared to valid cue trials regardless of task.  This early modulation712
most likely reflects processes specific to  exogenous attention. The713
subsequent P100 attention modulation was only present over con-714
tralateral electrodes in the detection task whilst this contralateral715
modulation was absent in the discrimination task. Based on vision716
research the P1/P100 was predicted as the most likely component717
associated to IOR and this is  what was also found in  the present718
study. Although the findings may  be along the same lines as some719
visual literature on IOR there is not yet conclusive evidence that the720
P100 is directly linked to IOR, especially as there was no correla-721
tion between ERP and behavioural effects. Finally, in  the cue-target722
interval an ADAN component was found analogous to the ADAN723
previously reported in endogenous attention studies. The presence724
of this cue-target interval component may  suggest that exogenous725
attention activates, at least in part, the same attention control net-726
work.727
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